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The Film
Studios
People Next Door

Structures and Language

Film industry
Parts of a story

Present Perfect with for: The suit has been in the museum for six years.
Present Perfect with since: It’s been in our collection since 1967.
Present Perfect with just: The boy has just opened the box and a creature
is coming out.

Professions
Personality traits

Present Perfect: I’ve lived in England. She’s opened a dance school.
Past Simple: He went to the Philippines. We didn’t know.
Descriptions: He’s very interesting. She looks like a police officer.
Wh- questions: Where did you grow up? How do you feel about it?

Lifesaving
professionals
Time expressions

Reported commands: They told us to go outside. The head teacher told
the parents not to worry.
Instructions in case of emergency: Stay calm. Do not stop to take
anything.
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Lifesaving Jobs
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Review Units 1, 2 and 3
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International
Exchange
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Countries
Languages
Country adjectives
Animals

Reported speech: She said there was no air conditioning. Ronald said that
he missed his dog.
Expressing preference: I want to go… I prefer… I would like to live…

The media

Object pronouns: In her letter, Sally asked him to do the same at her school.
The school administrators really listened to us.

Hobbies

Passive Voice in the present: Coloured paper is folded into different
shapes.
Following instructions: Mix the flour and the milk together to make
a thin paste. Dip the pieces of newspaper into the paste.

It’s in the News
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Crafts and
Hobbies

Review Units 4, 5 and 6
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Discoveries
Inventions

Passive Voice in the past: Denim was invented by accident. The tombs
were found by Howard Carter.
Describing objects: It is a chariot. It is made of wood. It was used to
transport objects.

Our Ailing
Planet

Ecology and
environmental issues
Geography
Types of genres

Second Conditional: If we recycled newspapers at home, we would save 25
million trees each year.

A Legend

Legends
Parts of a story
Animals

Relative pronouns: He was a tall young man who was not afraid of
anything. He had sharp blue eyes that saw everything. Heorot was a great
hall where warriors went in the evenings.

Inventions
and Discoveries
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Review Units 7, 8 and 9
Additional Glossary
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Activity Book
Listening

Reading

Writing

Speaking

Dictionary Skills

Cinema showings
information

Summarising
paragraphs

Writing narrative

Making a storyboard

Alphabetical order

Doing an animals quiz

Taking notes

Giving descriptions

Interviewing a neighbour

Abbreviations

Filling in emergency
forms

Contextual clues

Writing short stories

Choosing survival items

Guide words

Using clues

Drawing conclusions

Organising messages

Presenting a foreign
country

Nationality suffixes

Understanding specific
information

Facts and details

Writing letters

Talking about news
articles

Crossword puzzle

Giving tips about
photography

Similarities and
differences

Doing a survey and
writing a report

Describing a process

Identifying spelling
mistakes

Identifying people and
inventions

Making inferences

Researching

Inventing a machine

Synonyms

Discussing
environmental solutions

Appreciating literature

Using reference materials Suggesting ways to save
the world

Definitions

Answering multiple
choice questions

Critical thinking

Completing story
elements

Alphabet codes

Listening

Reading

Writing

Speaking

Memorising a legend

Interaction

